
Original Position: bent knees/ hands interlaced behind back of head/ 
elbows to the ceiling

PELVIS DOES NOT LIFT OFF FLOOR JUST ROLLS 
1. Press with feet , flattening lumbars  and rolling-upward.At the same time raise 
your head to look between your knees as much as comfortable.Don’t strain. 
Where along your spine are you the most pressed backwards into the floor? 
What vertebrae are being pushed the most posterior? How does that affect the 
vertebrae directly above and below?
2. Repeat this move but first arch your lumbars. Roll your pelvis downward. Your 
belly expands toward the ceiling. Hold this position as you lift your head. Where 
along your spine are you the most pressed backwards into the floor now?
3. First press with your feet and then add firmly pushing upwards. Your lumbars 
are not only flattened, but there is a compression from the sacrum and L5 
upwards packing all the joints all the way to the base of the skull. The neck feels 
slightly elongated. The back of the head on the floor slides slightly upward. 
Holding this position start to raise your head to look between your knees as much 
as possible without strain. Now where along your spine Is most pressed 
backward into the floor?

PELVIS LIFTS OFF FLOOR
4. Repeat #1  

a. Add continuing to roll up to the top of your back, then raise your head. 
What vertebrae are being pressed into the floor now? By rocking back 
and forth can you change what vertebra is being the most pressed? 
Can you work more with differentiating that vertebra from its neighbors 
by pressing harder, or by rocking, or by making a circle around it?

b. Now how would it be different if you both lifted your pelvis and your 
head at the same time?

5. Repeat # 3 and 
a. Add continuing to roll up to the top of your back, then raise your head. 

What vertebrae are being pressed into the floor now? By rocking back 
and forth can you change what vertebra is being the most pressed? 
Can you work more with differentiating that vertebra from its neighbors 
by pressing harder, or by rocking, or by making a circle around it?

b. Now how would it be different if you both lifted your pelvis and your 
head at the same time?

6. Lie on floor what is different? Do one last regular pelvic lift. What is different?




